
After four (4) weeks of waiting from the moment credit card has been charged, it finally arrived. It
seems that shipping GSM-like devices to Croatia as person (as opposed to company) isn't
something envisioned by Hrvatske agencije za telekomunikacije so we had to get additional papers
(most of which I don't have) and in the end they settled with hardware specification of Neo1973 from
OpenMoko wiki.

I must say that people all over the process where helpful and nice: we had to communicate much
more with them then I hoped, but in the end it worked out o.k.

And now several obligatory pictures (hopefully not redundant :-)

After that I got rootfs flashed and I now have new (semi-functional) phone :-)

root@fic-gta01:~$ cat /proc/cpuinfo
Processor       : ARM920T rev 0 (v4l)
BogoMIPS        : 132.71
Features        : swp half thumb
CPU implementer : 0x41
CPU architecture: 4T
CPU variant     : 0x1
CPU part        : 0x920
CPU revision    : 0
Cache type      : write-back
Cache clean     : cp15 c7 ops
Cache lockdown  : format A
Cache format    : Harvard
I size          : 16384
I assoc         : 64
I line length   : 32
I sets          : 8
D size          : 16384
D assoc         : 64
D line length   : 32
D sets          : 8

Hardware : GTA01
 Revision : 0240
 Serial : 0000000000000000
 root@fic-gta01:~$ free
 total used free shared buffers cached
 Mem: 126644 52604 74040 0 84 39100
 -/+ buffers/cache: 13420 113224
 Swap: 0 0 0
 root@fic-gta01:~$ df
 Filesystem 1k-blocks Used Available Use% Mounted on
 /dev/mtdblock4 62576 42572 20004 68% /
 tmpfs 40 0 40 0% /mnt/.psplash
 /dev/mtdblock4 62576 42572 20004 68% /dev/.static/dev
 tmpfs 2048 64 1984 3% /dev
 tmpfs 63320 4 63316 0% /tmp
 tmpfs 63320 116 63204 0% /var/volatile
 tmpfs 63320 16 63304 0% /dev/shm
 tmpfs 63320 0 63320 0% /media/ram
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 /dev/mmcblk0p1 495168 0 495168 0% /media/card
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